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Learn about the advantages and drawbacks of different native room finishes QTO
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more of your requirements
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Description
Getting Room Finishes QTO in Revit is tricky! There are no dedicated modelling tools so users
have adopted many techniques using various standard Revit features, typically coupled with
some custom tools. Paint Tool, Wall Type Layers, Face-based components or even full
extension tools like Roombook are just some of the examples. However, none of these fully fits
the Vinci requirements and vision whereby the solution should enable us to quickly model,
visualize and precisely QTO-extract the finishes in full 3D. Requirement for finishes as RVTpersisted 3D components emerged for several reasons like visual fidelity/checking, IFC export
and Revit scheduling.
This class tells the success story of a unique solution which meets all the stated needs,
designed and developed in conjunction with Autodesk Consulting Services and involving a
comprehensive combination of standard Revit features (Key Schedules, Shared Parameters,
etc), custom content (Adaptive Solid Components) and custom API add-ins.
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The context
Vinci Construction is a general contractor employing 22 000 people. Our core business is to
pour the concrete and to manage all other subcontractors, including the architectural interior
works. In our case, “managing” implies not only to figure out the overall cost with precise QTO
(Quantity Take Off), but also to plan the logistic operations including visual layout execution
plans and phasing; all to the appropriate level of detail from bidding to execution phases.
Two years ago my company decided to make the big leap to BIM in a specific manner by
implementing the Autodesk Revit software in all its engineering departments. To complete this
migration successfully, the company decided to sign an EBA contract that offers the possibility
to benefit from consulting services and priority support with Autodesk. Partnering with Autodesk
was a huge game changer and we’ll see why.
While we had done a lot of research and concluded that some other Autodesk and nonAutodesk tools may be slightly better fit only for some very specific tasks, the leap into full
3D/BIM modelling had already been a challenge big enough and we didn’t want to endanger it
by having to make our teams learn multiple tools for limited benefit. Revit came by far the
superior tool for most of the tasks and we estimated that for some “gaps” in the out-of-the-box
features, Revit API can be leveraged to implement even better and more suitable tools than
what other software has natively as slight advantage in those areas.
Hence, our chosen daily tool in Vinci studies is Revit. For the concrete logistic, it natively fulfills
almost all the requirements. We aimed to use the same tool to deal with interior finishes, but as

we will see in the following sections, quickly and precisely modelling room finishes in Revit is not
as easy as to model concrete.
Another challenge we faced is that our QTO (Quantity Take Off) teams had not utilized any
CAD/BIM tool, because they were used to subcontract the interior work QTO to a quantity
surveyor. So we didn’t expect them to be quick and accurate modelers. Furthermore, time is
limited to get a QTO done: as an indication, one person is dedicated during a maximum of two
weeks in 90% of our building projects (typically ~2000 square meters or ~5 million euros total
cost).
In the following sections, we will firstly summarize all our findings/conclusions about the native
and some other existing custom solutions for this problem; and then explain how we
implemented a completely novel approach that fully meets all our requirements.

Different room finishes QTO techniques
The goal of this chapter is to have a quick look at different tools and techniques Revit is
currently offering in order to model, show and get quantity from room finishes. While looking at
those techniques, we will address a pros and cons (indicated as [+] and [-]) and see how these
gap-analyses lead to the development of our custom solution.

Use Room Element
At first, when we talk about Room finishes, we think about using the Room object in Revit.

[+] Good understanding of the boundaries
This is a very handy object because it can be created from the bounding walls, columns, slabs,
roofs or other elements (see Figure 2 Room bounding property).

Figure 1 Room tool in Revit

Figure 2 Room bounding property

Figure 3 - Column defined as room bounding inside a room

[+] Key schedule link
A very convenient feature is also to use the key schedule to automatically fill in the related
native textual Room parameters; namely Base Finish, Wall Finish, Floor Finish and Ceiling
Finish.

Figure 4 - Room style key schedule

This allow us to assign multiple finishes values at once by selecting the proper schedule key.

Figure 5 - Apply multiple finishes definition with one key parameter

On large projects when dealing with hundreds of rooms, we can save time by importing a room
style key schedule from an Excel sheet (there are many Excel-Revit round tripping tool like
Ideate BIMLink available on the Autodesk App Store).

[+] Quick 2D visual layout
The room tool is also pretty good in conjunction with the Color Scheme tool in order to quickly
show a 2D visual layout plan identifying the different finishes aspects. This helps the cost
estimator to quickly justify his price and to make him confident with the Revit calculation or
discuss the program with the client:

Figure 6 – 2D visual layout with the color scheme tool

Figure 7 - Automatic associated legend

[-] Not visible in 3D
The drawback is that the room is a non-graphic object (i.e. not visible in 3D, only in plan and
section view). It makes difficult to double check in 3D the finishes layout (we work in a 3D
solution, so why not taking full advantage of it?).

[-] Not exportable to IFC
The room object can be exported via IFC to see the physical space:

Figure 8 - Export 3D room volumes option in Revit IFC export

Figure 9 - Result of the 3D rooms IFC export

But only the room volume is visible, not the different finishes applied on it. And even the volume
is not accurate because it doesn’t follow the real calculated volume in Revit, i.e. slopes and top
boundaries are ignored, it is just basically following the 2D room “profile” and extruding it
according to the Base and Limit offset as bottom and top constraints.

Figure 10 - Limit and base offset properties on the Room

[-] Poor metrics
From the QTO point of view, we would need the net area for painting calculations as well as the
door linear deduction for baseboard linear. Unfortunately, the room object has only few
parameters we can use:
-

Area: this parameter can be directly used to evaluate the floor finish area
Unbounded Height: The unbounded height is defined by the base and limit offset.

Figure 11 - Room Unbounded height

If you want the exact height of the room below the ceiling (by activating the Area and Volume
Computations tool), this parameter becomes obsolete:

Figure 12 - Room section with exact height versus unbounded height

Figure 13 - Area and Volume Computations activation

-

-

Perimeter: We could make use of the Perimeter to calculate the plinth linear or the net
wall finish area, but unfortunately, this does not subtract the openings for the net
area/linear. Besides, the net wall finish area wouldn’t be correct in case of sloped
roof/celling.
The room separator is a handy tool to define different floor finishes without a physical
bounding like a wall between the two:

Figure 14 - Room separator tool

Figure 15 - Room separator tool dividing 2 rooms

The downside is if we calculate the wall finish area based on the perimeter, the result of the
formula will count wall paint on the room separator which is not true.

[-] Special “overrides” not possible
Here we face the real limitation of the room object. It is not possible to assign specific finishes
override outside the standard schedule definition. For example, in some rooms one may want to
have a specific finish on a wall, or to have 3 layers of wall finishes, or even have the inside
column finish different from the bounding walls. And not to mention even more specific but costsignificant cases of ceramic coverage on top of the bath or sink and similar…

Figure 16 - Example of room specific overrides done with our custom tool

Conclusion on Room element
So to sum up the pros and cons on the room feature:
[+] Pros
-

Understand real world boundary
Quick room template definition from the key schedule
Quick 2D visual layout

[-] Cons
-

Not visible in 3D and poor IFC export
Poor metrics in many respects
Special overrides not possible

Model with actual components

In this section, we will cover different techniques on modeling with “real” room finishes
components.

Wall/Floor multilayered approach
this technique consists in embedding the finish layers inside a multilayered system-family object
such as Wall, Floor or Roof.

The techniques
Embedding finish layer inside a wall/floor type structure can be done in several ways:
-

Wall sweeps inside wall type: this let us easily model plinth or bands with a very
specific profile

Figure 17 - Wall sweeps inside wall type

-

Vertically Compound Walls: this feature lets you had horizontal bands with different
materials inside one layer (note that you cannot vary the thickness between the 3
bands):

Figure 18 - Vertically compound wall

[+] quick model with less objects
Revit offers a quick way to manage multilayered wall and floor definition through the systemtype definition:

Figure 19 – Multilayered wall type definition

|-] Multiple types management
The downside of this method is that you may need to create several versions of each wall/floor
type to accommodate different finish conditions. Furthermore, the name of the type should

include a description of each layer name and thickness which can be very long and not
readable:

Figure 20 - Multiple types management

[-] Phasing/Visibility
Phasing individually each layer is not possible within the assembly. It is also impossible to
isolate the core and shell layers from the finish layers, except by creating parts (see Wall/Floor
multilayered with parts approach)

[-] Metrics not accurate
The quantities we can get from a wall/floor are not correct because Revit considers the same
length and area for the inside and outside layers. This can lead to non-negligible measurement
and cost errors on large projects. These are sometimes very significant, i.e. larger than profitmargins in construction industry!

Figure 21 - (1) Metrics with assembly - (2) How metrics should be with parts

Note: this problem exhibits also for the concrete and other base wall materials quantity take off.
We have resolved such aspects in different manner for concrete, but that topic is outside the
scope of the current presentation…

Wall/Floor multilayered with parts approach
The part feature has been introduced since Revit 2013. The main purpose was to provide a way
to break down a construction model into pieces we can individually
phase/manufacture/whatever. But it happens that this feature also allows to break down
different layers of a multilayered type definition, and disconnect somehow the inside parts from
the original category while maintaining a close relationship.

[+] Quick modeling from a multilayered type definition
From the wall and floor instances, it is possible to create parts: it offers both a quick way to
model internal finishes layers as well as to see and select the different layer in 3D.

Figure 22 - Parts created from a multilayered wall definition

Quick tip: you can create individual parts layers from a vertical compound wall or from wall
sweeps. It can then be quicker than dividing each band manually with the part division tool.

Figure 23 - Parts created from a vertical compound wall

[+] Accurate metrics
Getting metrics from the parts is more accurate than directly from multilayered walls as you can
see below:

Figure 24 - (1) Metrics from the walls - (2) Accurate metrics by creating parts

Indeed, each individual part has its own true dimension: the inside layer quantity is less than the
outside one like it should be.
Quick tip: if you join the geometry between the walls and the floors (and switch the order
correctly), you will see on the floor the exact foot print of the wall: then if you create parts on the

floors, the finish floor will be automatically divided on each side of the wall (same thing between
two walls):

Figure 25 - Wall footprint reveal from joined geometry

This is due to the priority layer definition in Revit: the concrete layer with priority [1] will cut the
finish layer with priority [4]:

Figure 26 - Layer priority definition in Revit

[+] Easy sketching and flexibility
With the part division and the Show Shape Handle tool, Revit offers a simple, precise and
flexible way to refine each layer.
Sketching division with the part tool happens to be easier than with the paint tool because you
can cross the dashed line without having Revit complaining:

Figure 27 - Part division tool

Thanks to the Show Shape Handles check box on the part property panel, it is possible to have
a full control of the individual part height (for example we may want the inside wall finish layer to
stop below the ceiling):

Figure 28 - Show Shape Handles feature helps refine the part height

[+] Separation of responsibilities/context
Parts object can inherit from its original category or have its own overrides:
-

Phasing: useful if you want to phase the finish interior layer apart from the core and
shell layers
Material: part can read the material coming from its parent or overrides its own material.
For example, we may use the parent layer material for the main standard finishes and
then override the material for specific cases.

Figure 29 - Independent phasing and material assignment on part

We can also quickly isolate the core/shell layer from the finish layer by using the view filter
settings:

Figure 30 - Core layers are defined inside the Core Boundary in the assembly definition

Figure 31 - Retrieve the finish layer with the view filter definition

|-] Additional filters needed
Because parts are defined in an independent category, this introduces complexity when creating
filters in schedules and views, because we need to query also at the parent category level to
avoid mixing parts from walls and floors for example.

Figure 32 - Additional filter on Original Category in a part schedule

Additional Walls/Floors approach
The main idea underlying this technique is in creating additional walls and floors as finishing
layers.

[+] Flexibility and accuracy
The benefits of the multi-Wall/Floor approach are:
-

Individual height control
We can easily isolate in view the core and shell layers from the finishing layers
We can phase each individual wall/floor
For very specific junction/patterns, we can make use of Edit Profile (for a wall) or Edit
Sketch (for a floor) to make it happen.

Quick tip: you can embed one wall into another one and then join the geometry: even if the
thicknesses are not the same, the geometry of the second wall will be cut out. You can then use
the Edit Profile command available on wall to draw the shape you want:

Figure 33 Embedded wall into another one and Edit Profile

Figure 34 - Join Geometry and Switch Join Order command

[+] Separation of responsibilities
Because we model each discipline with a separated object, we have a good separation of
responsibilities. For example, the structure will own the structural floors and walls whereas the
interior designer will own the finishes floors/walls (we can then create a separate workset for
each discipline).

[-] Slow modeling
The downsides of this technique are:

-

Many individual elements to model and manage
The join/attach geometry is tedious but necessary if you want the doors and windows to
cut the finish wall.

Quick tip: Because modeling each finish wall is long and tedious, there is an interesting plugin
(Room Finishing from BIM 42 publisher) available in the Autodesk App Store:

Figure 35 - Room finishing plugin in Autodesk Store

Figure 36 – Resulting finishing walls created by the Room Finishing plugin

If you are a dynamo user, some scripts are also available on internet (just google for Dynamo +
Room + Finish)

Hosted/Face based approach
This technique consists in adding hosted, face based families or sweeps onto existing Revit
element. It is often used as a complementary technique of the previously described ones.

[+] Good for linear or rectangular-shaped finishes
-

Slab edges: this feature allow us to draw sweeps along the edges of a slab:

Figure 37 – Slab Edge command in Revit

Note that it is possible to model the plinth with a slab edge, although the slab edge isn’t cut by
the door (wall sweep hosted we’ll see next is a better solution):

Figure 38 - Slab edge doesn't cut with doors

Quick tip: You don’t have to use the slap edge feature only on slab edges. It can be used also
on model lines that make this tool very powerful.
-

Wall sweeps Hosted:

Figure 39 - Wall sweep command

Wall sweep feature is great for modeling plinth because it does “stop” under doors (see 1). But
unfortunately, it does recognize the whole wall (2), i.e. it doesn’t stop at the room boundary.
User hence must manually cut back the sweep to fit the room boundary. It even gets more
complex or even impossible if user needs different plinths in different rooms spanned by the
same wall.

Figure 40 - Sweep cut with the door but doesn't stop at the room boundary

Figure 41 - Manual dragging the end of the sweep to fit the room boundary

-

Hosted or Face based family: by choosing a special family template, Revit allows a
special on face placement behavior inside the project:

Figure 42 - Face based family template

Figure 43 - Face based family on a wall

Quick tip: I recommend to use face based instead of hosted components. The advantage of the
face based is that you are not stuck with one hosted category: you can place the same family on
the faces of the wall, floor or even on particular families. Unlike hosted components, Face based
components also work on linked file.

[+] No impact on the underlying structure
The hosted/Face based approach is another alternative to model finishes without modifying the
underlying structure.

[-] Limited sketching tool

The geometric downside is that you are restricted to simple shapes: this will cover basic special
(or as we will keep referring to as “override”) cases but not all.

[-] Caution on material takeoff
Caution: You can define a specific material on the wall sweep: the component will take the
material appearance but the corresponding quantity won’t show up in any material takeoff!

Figure 44 - Wall sweep material definition

Figure 45 - Material Takeoff

Only the wall sweep length can be extracted by choosing the Wall Sweeps Schedule:

Figure 46 - Wall Sweep schedule

Split Face and Paint
With this tool, you can split the surface of a model element into two or more distinct regions and
then apply different materials.

Figure 47 - Split Face and paint tool in Revit

[+] Does not modify the underlying structure
This tool allows us to apply different finishes without modifying the underlying structure of the
model. We don’t need to manage multiple types any more in order to reflect the different
finishes.

[-] Difficult to sketch and select
Sketching with the paint tool is cumbersome at the beginning (and it is even more confusing as
it doesn’t behave like the parts division tool where a tolerance is admitted). The sketch has to be
a closed loop or if not it must touch the orange border (the sketch lines and the orange border
shouldn’t be overlapping).

Figure 48 - Sketching with the paint tool

Selecting a split Face later is also difficult. Quick tip: to success with select, you can use a
window selection in conjunction with the Revit filter tool:

Figure 49 – Revit Filter tool to isolate the Split Face object

[-] No thickness or additional properties/parameters
The paint tool, as its name implies, should be used for paint only, because it is not possible to
apply thickness on the sketched area. It is even not possible to attach a custom thickness
parameter or other additional properties to the Split Face object to make further calculations
after.

Figure 50 - Split face object has no properties

[-] Cannot paint on every face
It looks like the split face and paint tool does not recognize faces coming from parts or external
families. Only system families are available which is very restrictive.
Quick tip: although the paint tool does not work on an external family, it is still possible to open
the family in the Family editor in order to paint its face and then load back the family into the
project:

Figure 51 - Paint tool available inside the family editor

[-] Difficult to schedule
In order to schedule the painting finish, you have to do a material takeoff. Because of the many
ways we can apply paint on the object, it is difficult to anticipate on which category the paint will
reside.
Quick tip: if you want to isolate the material coming exclusively from the paint tool, there is a
dedicated Material: As paint parameter to set to true:

Figure 52 - Isolate painted material in schedule

[-] Does not exist outside of Revit
The painting using the paint tool is not visible outside of Revit: IFC for example does not support
it, neither does the Navisworks export.
Note: the split face is currently (as of Revit 2018) even not accessible through the API, so no
custom tools can be implemented to fill the “downstream availability” gap.

Conclusions on modelling with actual components
We saw in this section that another way to model room finishes is to use real Revit components.
Let’s make a quick pros and cons summary:

[+] Real, accurate, good rendering
These techniques are more accurate and show up in 3D like in real life. We can also make all
kind of overrides.

[-] Multiple inconsistent methods
The downside is that there are multiple ways to do it. Some techniques are more appropriate
than others for specific tasks, so the designer need to learn many commands and take care of
all the Revit specificities and inconsistencies.
Furthermore, it is impossible to group all the metrics in the same schedule (multiple categories
or schedule types involved):

Figure 53 - material takeoff

Figure 54 - which category to use?

[-] Not linked to room
The other downside – and I think the most important one - is that everything is counted as a
material (through the material take off schedule) and we have no indication about where the
finish material is coming from (localization inside the building through the room object or further
source such as base/plinth, floor, wall or ceiling).

Quick note on Roombook extension
Roombook is a free extension for Revit subscribers. It is meant to calculate the inner room
surfaces for material calculations of room finishes.

Figure 55 – Roombook extension tool bar

Before developing our custom solution, we did a quick try to this tool. Here are the pros and
cons:

[+] Accurate
Because Roombook understand the room bounding elements, it takes the inner faces of the
room: the quantity is then very accurate.

Figure 56 – Exacts inner faces of the room are considered

[+] QTO related to the room
The material quantities are given by room and by finishes type (floor, ceiling, wall) which is a
good point.

Figure 57 – QTO given room by room

[+] Extract materials from bounding elements
In Roombook, you can create standard definition (floor, walls, ceilings) from templates, but you
can also decide to extract materials from the finish layer of room bounding elements. This option
can be very useful if you already defined the inner finish layer inside the multilayered walls or
floors.

Figure 58 – Extract material from the bounding element using By Element option

[-] Results not integrated to Revit
The result of Roombook calculations are not shown directly in Revit. You need to open the plugin
and then navigate in a Tree structure room by room to see the geometry and the data calculated.
Furthermore, even in the Preview tab, you cannot see the real applied material color. You have
only a highlight option to see the object selected in the tree:

Figure 59 – Tree Structure and Preview tab navigation

Figure 60 – Tree Structure and Details tab navigation

The tree structure only allows navigation by Level and then by Room which is limited when
navigating through hundreds of rooms.

Figure 61 – Navigation option in the tree structure

The results of the calculations can only be seen in the Details tab, or after exporting to Excel.
That means we can’t integrate this in our Vinci’s Bill Of Material custom tool (see next chapter).

[-] Special overrides limited
In Roombook, there is a special override tool called Select Elements/Faces. Unfortunately, it is
very limited:
- Select Elements only enable us to select rooms bounding elements like walls, floors,
columns
- Select Face works only on in-place families, not directly on faces coming from external
families
- There are no special overrides like Add Formula / Add Linear (more details in our
custom tool features described in the next chapter)

Figure 62 – Select Elements/Face panel in Roombook

[-] No key schedule link
Template room definition comes from a dummy symbol family - which store the data into some
type parameters - and not from the standard key schedule, which means we have to go to the
pain process of defining each room in the Roombook interface:

Figure 63 – Room Template definition edition

The apply template finishes UI is not very convenient because you can only browse in a list and
apply room by room (it is not possible to do it directly in the model through a custom key
property on the room):

Figure 64 – Roombook apply standard UI

Conclusion
As you can see, Roombook can be an interesting solution because it solves some requirement
like precise quantities related to the room. Unfortunately, we found it not well integrated to Revit,
and it does not fit to our global Bill Of Material tools suite (more detail in next chapter).

Comparing different room finishes QTO conclusions
I built this comparison table in order to have a summary overview of the pros and cons of the
different out of the box Revit techniques:

Figure 65 - Different room finishes techniques comparison table

For simplicity, only Yes (green tick) or No (no symbol) is used, although some of the “Yes”-es
are more granular in real life and do not always represent a “100%” solution.
With this comparison table and the analysis/presentation/documents in line with the full above
section, at least explaining Vinci’s requirements for a custom room finishes solution to Autodesk
Consulting was relatively a simple task (however complex the solution may be!)
In the next section, we will talk about our resulting custom solution.

Vinci’s custom solution
Vinci’s Solution - Background and Evolution
The initial step in the joint VCF-Autodesk Consulting (AC) collaborative approach was the
exchange of relevant documents describing the requirements, followed by some preliminary
analysis on the side of AC Solution Architect (SA). This was followed by onsite workshops to
make sure all the aspects are further brainstormed and the understanding on the existing native
and existing 3rd party custom solutions is complete, resulting in even more precise and clear
“gap-analysis”.
The proposed *principles* (no details at this stage) of the AC solution have been consensually
accepted. In a nutshell, they were:




To leverage native Revit functionality wherever possible
To design and create specific custom content (RFA, Shared Parameters) only where
required
Using Revit API, to design and develop a framework of tools and processes that will
“glue” the above two together into a UI-friendly and task-centric “Room Finishes”
solution from users’ standpoint

After further research, the proposed detailed solution had a radical and ambitious idea to create
a dedicated RFA which will be used as “Room Finish Object” in as BIM-integrated manner as
possible to look like a native Revit feature. Initial prototyping alleviated the main risk of
performance-hit in creating-deleting-recreating cycles of such instances when Rooms keep
changing. Of course, there is some performance compromise, but it is compensated by the fact
that the finishes are created typically only when Rooms are “stable” and that user is fully in
control when to update them and for which rooms (i.e. we don’t try to keep everything in synch
on ANY change, though this would be technically possible from API aspect).
Hence the solution is a mix of different features that Revit offers and we strongly believe it
clearly proves that only a combination of deep product and API expertise can help when
encountering such advanced and complex requirements. To summarize, the main solution
components are:
-

Adaptive Component: a “thin extruded solid” triangular family with 3 adaptive points
has been created for its instances to represent the atomic “Room Finish” object. Why a
triangle? This is the only way to adapt to all kind of surfaces (also known as a triangular
meshing method). We’ll use RFT for Room Finish Triangle as an abbreviation. Why
“Adaptive Generic Component”? This allows for most flexible auto-positioning of created
instances and at the same time allows for sub-categorization and solid element with all
that they allow for (material assignment, shared parameters, visibility manipulation, etc)

-

Room element: the plugin utilizes the native room object definition and its boundary
representation to quickly (re)create standard room finishes.
Schedule Key: this specific feature is used to create a room style definition that will be
used later to apply standard finishes. It basically speeds up assigning the default “Room
Finish Recipe” via the same key-schedule used for other VCF Room “categorization”.
Revit API is used extensively and in many respects in a very complex and advanced
(not to say the “bleeding edge”!) manner to glue together all these standard and custom
features. But from users’ perspective it all seems relatively “simple” and whole UI is
encapsulated in only two UI Dialogs:
o Modeless “Room Finishes Manager” dialog. This is “one-stop” for managing
(setting overrides, (re)creating, selecting, etc) Room Finishes alongside a host of
useful related features for displaying Rooms in flexible and customizable
hierarchical tree-view, selection interaction between the Revit Views and that
tree-view and similar:

-

-

o

Modal “Room Finishes Inspector”. This is used to quickly view (i.e. inspect,
hence the name) the resulting Room Finishes in a very flexible instantaneous
manner (it uses dynamic API-driven “Temporary Hide/Isolate”). Finishes can be
quickly graphically-filtered by any combination of specific Rooms, specific
Materials, specific Locations (Floor, Side, Ceilings, Linear/Plinth); also controlling
the visibility of “other” elements

Specific features of both main tools will be explained in the following “[+]” sections
NOTE about Revit API Usage: As this presentation is not intended for hard-core developers,
we won’t be going into technical API implementation details and all the issues that we have
encountered and in practically all cases resolved to a satisfactory level (of course and
admittingly, there is always “space for improvement”!). It is just worth mentioning that there are
NO “silver-bullet” solutions even within the API to directly and simply get what is required.
Therefore, a LOT of complex logical and geometrical analyses is required based on API-objects
representing the 2D and 3D “Spatial Elements” in conjunction with host-objects’ native
geometry, as each of the aspects provides just partial answers regarding precisely-required
“boundary geometry”. Most specifically, 3D Spatial Elements do NOT know about the
Door/Window openings, while Walls know their geometry including all openings BUT they don’t
know about the Rooms’ boundaries. BTW, some of these underlying issues have been identified
by advanced developers and discussed in several threads in Jeremy Tammik’s blog.

[+] Understand room bounding elements
By design, the tool is projecting the RFTs onto the room bounding elements’ faces. For
example, if you use the Area and Volume Computations tool, the finishes will understand
complex volume geometry such as sloped roof or ceiling, curved walls, openings, which portion
of the wall is in which room and similar.

Figure 66 - Understanding the room bounding elements

[+] 3D finishes linked to the room
Once the RFTs are automatically created by the tool, they are fully aware of their logical
relations, i.e. which room and which aspect (floor, base/plinth, side/walls, ceilings) they “belong
to”. This is achieved via auto-populated shared parameters which are also read-only from users’
standpoint so they can’t be accidentally messed up (i.e. only the RF Manager’s creation tools
can set them):

Figure 67 - Room ID and finish Info (detailed “origin”) is written on the adaptive component

Later on, if we phase the rooms, it will be possible to automatically phase the RFTs based on
the room phase (very useful for logistics planning).

[+] Quick modeling
When launched, the plugin reads the specific existing room key schedule - containing style
definitions - created in Revit so that for each room it can generate the RFTs with the keyspecified material definitions for wall-base, floor, wall and ceilings. This is a huge time saver
when you deal with hundreds of rooms in a single project.

Figure 68 - 3D finishes generated from the room style key schedule

In the same easy and quick way, we can create a special override for the inside columns if
different from the bounding walls:

Figure 69 - Quick column overrides

We can also quickly create horizontal bands definition through the Add Formula tab: this tab
allows us to select the walls and then apply different finishes just by defining for each layer: the
material, the top and bottom elevation. It is also possible to specify if the material should be
QTO-ed as Linear instead of Area (eg picture rails, cladding or similar). Just for visualization (for
layers not to overlap), it is also possible to specify the “normal offsets”, typically 1 or a few
millimeters for each new layer if there are multiple ones.

Figure 70 - Quickly define horizontal bands with the Add Formula panel

Once the definition is done for one wall, we can copy and paste this definition to quickly apply it
to the other walls. We plan to later include this feature to the Room key schedule definition to
quickly apply the same definition to multiple rooms.
We can also quickly apply materials to a specific wall by excluding it first from the standard
room material definition, and then by applying another material with the Add Area or Add
Formula method.

Figure 71 - Wall exclusion from the standard room definition

It is worth to note that the Add Formula method will understand the room boundary even if we
select an entire wall, only the wall portion inside the room will be taken into consideration. This
is a great time saver compare to the split and paint tool where we had to specify manually the
boundary after selecting the wall face.

Figure 72 - Add Formula method will understand the room boundary

Figure 73 - Split and paint tool with the need to specify the room boundary

[+] Consistent modelling
As we saw in the previous sections, depending on the type of overrides, one Revit native feature
would work better than the other. Therefore, the designer needs to learn many commands and
take care of all the Revit specificities and inconsistencies.
In our custom tool, besides the standard finishes handled in the room template definition, all the
different overrides are available with the same method: RFTs are generated based on selections
in Revit. And the user doesn’t even have to know how it works. All is centralized in the same tool,
QTO works the same on all resulting RFT-s, so it’s all much easier to learn.

Figure 74 - Standard and special overrides are all centralized in the same tool

With the Add Area tool, we can select faces from a wide variety of components (system and
external families, parts) by picking the face we want. Note that the face selected in Revit is a
referenced object: that means that if the sketch of the face later changes this will also update
the room finishes created (by simply clicking the most appropriate Update button in the RF
Manager).

Figure 75 - Add Area feature and face based components to create special overrides

To create a specific override on a more complex sketch, you can e.g. create a part division and
then use the Add Area tool to select the individual face sketched:

Figure 76 – Add Area feature and parts sketch division to create special overrides

For linear finishes overrides other than plinth (because plinth is part of the room standard
definition), a special command Add Linear had also been implemented. This command allows
us to pick a model line or a referenced edge coming from an existing geometry. We can then
specify the height and it will automatically create the corresponding RFTs:

Figure 77 - Add linear feature for linear overrides

Note that like the Add Area feature, just by pressing an update button, the Add Linear override
will update according to the potentially updated geometry – a “true BIM behaviour” on-demand.

[+] Accurate metrics
Our custom room finishes plugin will understand all kind of wall openings (and even the plinth
will stop as soon as the Sill Height of the door is equal to zero):

Figure 78 - Net area on wall side

Figure 79 - Sill Height property on the door component

Figure 80 - Plinth is automatically cut by the door

Furthermore, to avoid considering the plinth and vertical areas for a room separator, we have a
specific option in the plugin: by unchecking this option, the program will not generate RFTs on
the room separators.

Figure 81 - Room separator command in Revit

Figure 82 - Room separator dividing the rooms

Figure 83 - Option allowing user not to create room finishes on separator

Figure 84 - Result by checking the option on the left and unchecking on the right

We currently consider only Area or Linear elements QTO for Room Finishes, but if needed it is
also possible to define a thickness on the room finishes triangle object to perform Volume
calculations:

Figure 85 - Thickness definition is also available on the adaptive component for volume calculation

[+] Consistent scheduling
This tool allows us to have a robust and consistent scheduling. Indeed, standard and special
overrides finishes are all done the same way: by projecting the same adaptive component with
material applied.

Figure 86 - Standard and override finishes are all done the same way

Figure 87 - Same adaptive component with material applied

Thus, we don’t have to deal with multiple schedules depending on the different object’s
categories as in some native methods.
Furthermore, our Room Finishes tool is only one piece of our broader VINCI bill of material tool.
The full scope is even more complex than Room Finishes and outside the scope of this
presentation. In a nutshell, that broader development encapsulates the following tools and
workflows:
- Codification and formula definition editor which enable us to define a global bill of
material classification with codifications. Then for each codification we can define the
search criteria (category, material, filter, grouping) as well as the scripted formulas
(intelligent tokens include values of Revit parameters, mathematical symbols, etc)
needed to perform the calculation.
- Codification assignment tool which enable us to quickly assign codification at the
category, type as well as at the material level

-

-

Parameters calculations which perform special calculations not available in Revit out of
the box such as the gross area/volume. The results are then written in some custom
shared parameters. These values are later reused in the formula
Export Bill of Material (BOM) in Excel: create an Excel spreadsheet with the same
classification defined previously in the codification editor and write for each codification
the calculations result. The results can then easily be multiplied by the unit cost to create
our bill of material for the project.

Figure 88 - Vinci's custom bill of material tools suite

So how the Room finishes are integrated to this workflow? Because the RFTs are linked to the
room through its ID, we are able to write back the quantities (net areas top, bottom and side, net
length) related to the room object into its properties. Each material assigned to the triangle has
also a codification. The export BOM to Excel plugin will then read the room’s additional
properties to perform calculations based on the predefined search criteria and custom formula
done in the codification editor. Finally, the results of these calculations are exported to Excel to
create our final bill of material.

Figure 89 – Workflow: from Room finishes to export Bill of Material in Excel

[+] Good separation of responsibilities/context
The RFT adaptive components is at the same time independent but logically connected to the
room bounding elements.
Independent because it is an object we can turn on and off through the visibility graphics
(special subcategory object style has been created for this purpose):

Figure 90 - Triangle geometry assigned to a special subcategory

Figure 91 – Subcategory turned off in the view visibility graphics

Note: we decided to pin the triangle family not only to avoid unwanted displacement, but also to
maintain the performance by avoid selecting them by unchecking Select pinned elements:

Figure 92 – Uncheck select pinned elements

Figure 93 – Triangle finishes are pinned

We can also phase individually each finish triangle. We plan to later connect the adaptive
component phase to the room phase to better evaluate finishing supplies during the
construction phase.

Figure 94 -Triangle finish can be phased individually

Connected because, if for whatever reason the room geometry/schedule key
definition/overrides/whatever changes, we can update the changes on the room finishes at a click
of a button. And it works even for the special overrides as objects/references selected (existing
walls, referenced faces or edges) are persistent in the model. As we already mentioned – a true
BIM behavior very close to native Revit features, but reasonably executed only on user’s demand!

Figure 95 – Room finishes updates based on the underlying geometry updates

Also, by using the Copy/Monitor tool, we can go further and fully separate the room finishes
from the rest of the model. This allows the interior designer to work in a separate Revit file
without disturbing the main (in VCF case typically “structural-architectural”) Revit file.

Figure 96 -Copy monitor tool in Revit

Note that there is a Room Bounding feature on linked file in Revit. Why this feature is interesting?
Because this allows you to create the rooms directly from the linked file. We could then avoid the
tedious process of initial copy/monitoring the room bounding components in the host file before
creating the rooms. Our plugin does not currently support this feature, but we plan to enhance it
in a future release.

Figure 97 - Allow Room bounding on linked file

[+] 2D/3D visualization
Because the 3D finishes are now connected to the room object, it is possible to have the best of
both worlds:
-

2D world thanks to the room object and the color scheme tools
3D world thanks to the 3D adaptive component holding the finish material and its
graphics

Figure 98 - 2D and 3D visual layout are now connected

A small downside of our tool is the rendering (but it is not critical as the main subject is QTO).
Indeed, as the tool generate triangles to cover all kind of area (mesh technique), each edges
are visible. We can hide the edge by uncheck the Show Edges option available in the Shaded
graphic views.

Figure 99 - Hide triangles by unchecking show edges

Unfortunately, this will not resolve the texture patterns in realistic mode:

Figure 100 - Wrong textures pattern in realistic mode

[+] Easy navigation
Thanks to the room finishes plugin, we can select a room while navigating in a 3D view: this is
possible because the triangle adaptive component we select contain the room ID information.

Figure 101 - Selecting the corresponding room in 3D through the finish triangle

Figure 102 - Selecting the corresponding room in 3D through the finish triangle

While selecting the room, we can also utilize the new selection box tool in Revit to quickly
isolate the room in the 3D view:

Figure 103 – Isolate the room in 3D with the Revit selection box tool

In the latest release, we also implemented an easy and way to browse the rooms by grouping
them according to customizable criteria (typically by zone, level and room key style, but ANY
Room parameter can be selected in any order up to 3 levels for the tree-view):

Figure 104 – Easy navigation in the room browser according to customizable criteria

The second UI tool Room Finishes Inspector allows us to reveal and zoom to in 3D the
selected Room in a browser:

Figure 105 - Room finishes Inspector for a quick 3D check

It automatically temporary hides/reveals the finishes that are excluded/included in the resulting
set of any combination of the tool’s search filters (in the above case, only the selected room).

[+] Export IFC / Viewers
Because the room finishes are real 3D geometry, we can export them in IFC or other cloud
viewer like BIM 360 without losing any information:

Figure 106 - Room finishes export in IFC

Figure 107 - Room finishes export in BIM 360

Internal Users Feedback
We don’t yet have a precise feedback/metrics on the time saved thanks to the plugin but the
benefits are obvious and significant. Without this tool, our cost estimating team wouldn’t be able

to model the interior finishes themselves. 90% of our projects are under 5 million euros. During
the first phase (see figure below in red) the cost estimator has an average of 2 weeks to get the
cost done. Before the RF tools were developed, the metrics were 100% subcontracted to other
parties.
Thanks to this custom tool, we managed to involve our internal cost estimators in the overall
BIM process. Consequently, our teams now have much better ownership of the interior works
studies process with a much more efficient and precise ‘what if’ scenarios play-options, all
resulting in more precise estimates and more competitive yet very confident quotes.
Furthermore, we are now able to reuse the same estimators’ model for the organization and
planning phase (in blue) as well as for the execution phase (in green).

Figure 108 – Vinci’s construction process

Benefits of Autodesk Consulting Services

After 2 years of close co-working with Autodesk consulting service, I can say that it has been a
very valuable and fruitful endeavor for the following reasons:
- Autodesk provides consultants with all the skills needed: Consultants are Autodesk
products and API experts as well as software architect. We previously worked with
external software consultants who didn’t know much about our industry domain, Revit
the software and its API: we wasted a lot of time teaching them our business as well as
the old software and new requirements. The consultants have also direct support from
Autodesk developers which make their research more effective.
- Autodesk always keep you informed of their products: In parallel with working with
specific consultants on specific projects, our Customer Success Manager coordinates

other activities and Autodesk premier Support constantly keeps us informed of webinars,
their roadmaps and points you on what may exists in their other products which can help
meets our needs (the idea is not to reinvent the wheel). For us the new AEC collection
and subscription service is a game changer because now you have an easier access to
a larger portfolio of potentially useful Autodesk software.

Conclusion
The ultimate goal of this class was to:
-

-

Make you aware of the different techniques available in Revit to model and extract Room
finishes and prompt you the pros and the cons. If you’ll be able to pick up insight or tip
and tricks from that.
Demonstrate that success is possible with:
o Good workflow understanding and specifications (discuss with the end users,
understand the challenges they face, get maximum feedback).
o Good knowledge of the software (learn all the techniques and balance the pros
and the cons)
o The right stakeholders around the table. Autodesk consulting helps us solved our
problem and they continue to do this in many fields for up 2 years now.

Hope to see you again in other classes for other interesting presentations!

Helpful References
1. A good in depth description of different room finishes techniques in Revit by Paul Aubin.
He talks about how to make use of the part feature (new since Revit 2013) to achieve
room finishes:
http://paulaubin.com/_downloads/2013_CSRW/2013_CSRW-Finishes_Paul_F_Aubin.pdf
2. Another helpful resources can be found in the AUGI following thread (as it is no longer
on the AU website):

Figure 109 – Interesting resource about room finishes techniques found on AUGI thread

3. If you are interested on how to automatically create key schedules from an Excel spread
sheet, have a look to the Ideate BIM Link plugin on this link:
https://ideatesoftware.com/support/help/ideate-bimlink/how-to/create-new-elements/create-newschedule-keys

